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Calls record frightful night
NORTH BAY FIRES » 911 dispatchers overwhelmed
with panicked residents in released audio recordings
By JULIE JOHNSON, NICK
RAHAIM, RANDI ROSSMANN
AND CHRISTI WARREN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

The 911 dispatcher asked the
frantic woman on the other end
of the phone call if she was safe.
The answer was immediate:
“No.”

Fire was burning all around
the Santa Rosa couple’s Riebli
Road neighborhood on the night
of Oct. 8, cutting off their escape.
They jumped into a neighbor’s
pool — “is that a good thing to
do?” the woman asked the dispatcher during the call, which
started at 12:42 a.m. Oct. 9.
Doubtful the fire that start-

ed near Calistoga had already
reached the rural neighborhood
outside Santa Rosa city limits,
the dispatcher double-checked:
“Are there flames there?”
“Yes, they’re right in front of
me!” the panicked woman said.
The harrowing scene one of
the more than a thousand 911
calls handled during the first
six hours of the deadly fires
that broke out across the county Oct. 8, ultimately burning
137 square miles and killing

they become available.
24 people.
ONLINE
The calls start at
Sonoma County re- Listen to audio
7:25 p.m. Oct. 8 and end
leased the audio files of 911 calls from
at 1:37 a.m. Oct. 9 when
in response to a public the night of the
records request by The North Bay fires at fire was burning into
Fountaingrove but had
Press Democrat and oth- pressdemocrat.
not yet jumped Higher news outlets for audio com
way 101 to Coffey Park
of all 911 calls fielded by
— which it would do by
dispatchers during the
about 2 a.m. Those two Santa
first 24 hours of the disaster.
The six hours of files Tuesday Rosa neighborhoods lost the
were the first batch released, most homes.
and officials said they will release additional audio files as
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Wind-driven wildfires
set communities ablaze

Fraud
activity
up after
wildfires
FBI task force formed
to investigate; residents
beware of scam artists
By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

NOAH BERGER / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Flames consume a home on Via Arroyo as a wildfire rages Tuesday in Ventura. Fanned by dry Santa Ana winds, the Ventura wildfire exploded to
nearly 80 square miles in a matter of hours and destroyed 150 structures.

At least 150 structures destroyed
in largest blaze as others raged
By KRYSTA FAURIA
AND BRIAN MELLEY
ASSOCIATED PRESS

VENTURA — Wind-driven
fires tore through California
communities Tuesday for the
second time in two months, leaving hundreds of homes feared
lost and uprooting tens of thousands of people.
The most damaging fire was
in Ventura County northwest
of Los Angeles, where 150
structures were confirmed destroyed. But a fire official said
he suspected “hundreds more”
would be lost when flames died
down enough to make a thor-

ough assessment.
In the San Gabriel Mountains
foothills of Los Angeles, about
45 miles away from the city, 30
structures burned. Mayor Eric
Garcetti said the gusty winds
expected to last most of the
week had created a dangerous
situation, and he urged 150,000
people under mandatory evacuation orders to leave their
homes before it’s too late.
“We have lost structures, we
have not lost lives,” he said. “Do
not wait. Leave your homes.”
The fires in Ventura County lit
up hillsides and spread rapidly
TURN TO FIRES » PAGE A11

WASHINGTON POST

The International Olympic
Committee on Tuesday banned
the Russian federation from the
upcoming Winter Olympics in
South Korea, while leaving the
door open for individual Russian athletes to compete, in a
historic act of punishment for
widespread doping Olympic of-

ficials believe was supported by
the Russian government.
Russia’s flag and anthem will
be absent from February’s PyeongChang Games, the IOC decided, as penalties for a doping regime that included the sabotage
of drug testing during the 2014
Winter Games in Sochi.
Russian athletes who can
prove their innocence of drug
cheating will be permitted to
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A helicopter makes a water drop on hot spots Tuesday after the
Thomas fire swept through Ventura.

INSIDE
Local crews heading south to assist firefighting efforts / A3

Russia banned from 2018 Olympics for doping
By WILL HOBSON

The FBI shed more light Tuesday on the steps it is taking to
address a range of fraudulent
activity in the wake of Northern California’s devastating
October wildfires, announcing a
group of more than a dozen federal, state and local agencies it
has convened to investigate cases related to the disasters.
Public officials previously
said an alarming number of duplicate claims were filed by people seeking financial assistance
from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, including in Sonoma County, where
numerous fire victims reported
being unable to sign up for aid
at first because someone else
already registered using their
personal information.
The FBI’s task force was
formed to help investigate —
and, if needed, prosecute —
such cases, as well as other
types of fraud that may arise
during debris removal and rebuilding, said Prentice Danner,
a spokesman in the bureau’s
San Francisco division. In a
recent FBI public service announcement regarding the fires,
the bureau warned of the potential for fraudsters to claim they
are soliciting charitable contributions or create fake advertisements for temporary housing or
announcements about job opportunities.
“It’s kind of the normal process for any natural disaster,”
Danner said. “Every step of the
way, you’re met with people trying to make a buck off folks who
are otherwise disenfranchised.”
To defend against potential

zerland, IOC President
compete in PyeongC- ANALYSIS
Thomas Bach called
hang under the desig- No winners to
nation of an “Olympic be declared after Russia’s doping system
Athlete from Russia Russia’s ban / C1 “an unprecedented attack on the integrity of
(OAR).” The Olympic
anthem will be played in any the Olympic games and sports.”
“This decision should draw
ceremony for medals won by
these athletes, and Russia’s offi- a line under this damaging epicial medal count for the games sode and serve as a catalyst for
a more effective and a more rowill stand at zero.
In a Tuesday evening news
conference in Lausanne, SwitTURN TO RUSSIA » PAGE A2
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BANK TRIAL: Defense,

prosecutors make closing
statements in Sonoma
Valley Bank loan fraud
case in San Francisco / A3
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